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We have apply the David Liberman algorithm (DLA) to the analysis of the transcription of the Kächele and Thōma’s second session of “Amalie case”, aiming to detect erogencities and defenses in the speech. The DLA have three levels of analysis: word, phrase and narration.

In first place we discriminate the topics touched by the patient. Then we identificate the narration contents in each topic. In these narration we research the scenes that composed them. We specially pay attention to the narration linked with family relationships. The analysis allows to detect the predominance of the language of the eroticism genital phallic and secondary anal sadistic, and the presence of the defenses as repression, reactive formation, aggression turning against herself, undoing. Also these defensive mechanism sometimes have failed and sometimes succeded.

It also studied certain intervention of the analyst that are not narration but phrases and words, that the method also allows to investigate. We observed that in certain moments the therapist uses the patients’ complementary language. So, in the patient appears a positive change in the defense, that was shown in her speech.